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A SIMULATION MODEL OF AN EXTENDED- 
BERGSTROM TYPE ECONOMY 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

A Brief Review on Models of Growth 
and International Trade 

Recently in the economic literature a great deal of attention has 

been given to the effects of growth on the status of balance of pay- 

ments.     The attention thus received has been due mainly to the 

dissatisfaction developed on both the empirical and theoretical 

aspects of the standard Keynesian argument.     The Keynesian analysis 

contends that a growing economy will have an adverse effect on its 

balance of payments position,  given a positive marginal propensity 

to import and a fixed rate of growth in export,   since in this case, 

growth will give rise to an increase in imports [26] .    In contrast, 

several writers have maintained the opposite to be true: 

Mundell,   in a highly original contribution,   diverted 
attention from Keynesian multiplier models to the fact 
that growth creates a flow of demand for money and an 
excess supply of goods,   thus leading to a BOP and trade 
balance surplus . . .   Laffer,   on the other hand,   con- 
cluded that absolute growth in income affects BOP and 
capital account positively,   and the trade balance 
negatively...  [ll] 



Monetary policies are contended to have comparatively better effects 

on interest rates and, hence,   on inflows and outflows of capital. 

Mundell has argued that monetary policy has an advantage over fiscal 

policy in coping with balance of payments problems [ll] : 

An increase in interest rates (effected by a reduction 
in the money supply) will lower expenditures and thus 
reduce income and improve the balance on goods and 
services,   much as do increases in taxes or decreases 
in government spending,   but it will also attract capital 
from abroad and,   thus,   have an additional effect on 
the balance of payments. 

Compared with general economic theories,   there has been a 

lag in the development of dynamic models   in the literature of inter- 

national trade theory.    Until recently there have been very few well- 

developed dynannic (as opposed to comparative static)   models in the 

literature of international trade [l5,  8].    Although some important 

contributions have been developed by individuals in the field during 

the last two decades,  they are nevertheless,   without coordination 

with the main body of the literature [5] . 

Qbiective of Study 

The objective of this study can be divided into three inter- 

connected but distinguishable goals: 

(1)    To develop (based on the Bergstrom Model [l,   p.   400]   a 

dynamic model (called an Extended-Bergstrom Model) of an 

open growth economy with government intervention; 



(2) To investigate some of the relationships between foreign 

trade and economic growth in an economy described by the 

model developed in (1); 

(3) To investigate the effectiveness of government 

regulation for growth promotion in an economy described 

by the model developed in (1). 

The definition of a dynamic system is given by Sarrmelson 

[28,   p. 314]:    "A system is dynamical if its behavior over time is 

determined by functional equations in which 'variables at different 

points of time' are involved in an 'essential' way. "    The Bergstrom 

model [1,   p.   400] comprises three sectors,   namely the product, 

labor and money markets.    Chapter II presents the incorporation of 

two additional sectors of the real world economy,   namely the inter- 

national trade market and the government sector into the basic 

Bergstrom framework.     Chapter III is devoted to a simulation 

analysis of some relationships between international trade and growth 

2 
and government intervention and growth. 

Henceforward,   the completed model with the five sectors is 
referred to as the "Extended-Bergstrom" model (or economy) or the 
"regulated open -Bergstrom" model (or economy) while the original 
Bergstrom modelfl,   p.   400] is referred to as the "closed unregu- 
lated-Bergstrom" model (or economy). 

2 
Fundamentally,   growth consists of rising national and per 

capita real income.    On the other hand,   economic development entails 
a good deal more--structural changes (mainly social,   political and 
educational),   technological advance,   resource discovery and closing 



Chapter IV presents the summary and conclusions. 

Realism and Economic Models 

The definition of an economy is given by Bergstrom [3,  p V] : 

"Any set of assumptions that approximately describe an   [actual] 

economy or a sector of an economy can be called an economic model. 

Thus all economic theory is concerned with the formation and analysis 

of models. "    The model developed in this study belongs to the cate- 

gory of economic models designed to illustrate how an economy 

would move on certain assumptions,   in the hope that an understanding 

of the laws of motion of some hypothesized world would throw light, 

even if only by analogy,   on the laws of motion of the infinitely more 

complex world of reality    [2,  p.  8] .     This model is "realistic" in the 

sense that it is "realistic within the limits of present-day theory of 

growth"  [19,   p.   12]. 

The present-day growth models are usually deterministic 

models.    According to Inagaki    [l9,   p.   12]   they differ mainly with 

respect to (i) the number of sectors,   (ii) the number of scarce fac- 

tors,   (iii) the production functions,   (iv) technological change, (v) the 

demand for and supply of the factors and (vi) the relations with the 

rest of the world.    The one sector assumption is generally made in 

sectoral and regional gaps.    Conceptually it is possible for an 
economy to grow without developing.    Some country (e.g.   India) 
seenas to have done that in some periods of time in history [l8] . 



most studies of optimal growth.    The existing capital stock is usually 

assumed to be fully employed, and the formation of new capital is 

taken to be controlled by planning authorities.    For a more detailed 

discussion on an appraisal of the contemporary theory of economic 

growth,  the reader may refer to Inagaki [19] . 

The five sector model to be developed in this study represents 

a  relatively high degree of economic sophistication in the technical 

progress (embodied) production function,   money market and govern- 

ment sector.    The international market is relatively simple, 

especially in the international monetary relationships.    However,   the 

international monetary complications have not been entirely excluded 

from the model as is the case with some present-day growth models. 



II.     THE MODELS 

Introduction 

The purpose of the present chapter is to present the develop- 

ment and analysis of the five-sector Extended-Bergstrom model. 

The original three sector Bergstrom model is completed by incor- 

poration of the government sector and the international trade market. 

The incorporation process involves the inclusion of two different 

sets of equations representing economic relationships in the govern- 

ment and trade sectors.    In addition,   some new functional forms are 

formulated for two purposes.    One of them is to introduce new ele- 

ments into the model,   and the other is to serve as links to fill some 

gaps between different sectors.    Some equations in the original 

threex sector model must also be modified to accommodate new 

information and additional repercussions.     The impacts of one 

market is transmitted to another market by these devices.     The 

resulting system should be an internally consistent integrated unit. 

In the following sections,   the historical background 

and a brief description of the original model is given,   followed 

by a detailed explanation of the completed model. 



Historical Background and the Development 
of the Bergstrom Model 

The Harrod-Domar model represents the first attempt to 

expand the basic Keynesian macroeconomic model to handle long 

run growth problems[ 14,   17,   10] .   The Phillip's model. [24,   l]   stems 

from the simplest type of Harrod-Domar model of the product (and 

labor) market with an extension to incorporate the money market and 

prices.    Both the Harrod-Domar and Phillips models are demand 

oriented models.    The demand (which is also employment) for labor 

follows once output is determined.    The labor force is assumed to 

grow   at  such a  rate   that labor market equilibrium is always 

guaranteed (i.e.   supply always equals demand). 

The Bergstrom model [l,   4]   is an extension of Phillips' model. 

The contributions made by Bergstrom are mainly the incorporation 

of a technical progress production function and a Keynesian'labor 

supply equation.    The inclusion of these two functions makes possible 

the determination of the unemployment level (since now the above re- 

strictive assumption of labor market equilibrium can be released) 

given by the difference between labor supply and employment. 

The Three-Sector Bergstrom Model 

The model developed by Bergstrom is essentially Keynesian 



3 
in nature    and represents a cyclical growth   system which 

synthesizes both real and monetary quantities.    The model is com- 

posed of three sectors,  namely the product,   money and labor markets 

which are represented by seven equations.    All markets are perfectly 

competitive with the exception of the labor market which is influenced 

by labor unions. 

The product market is based on a vintage analysis of the 

simplest form of fixed-coefficient production function.    Harrod 

neutral technical progress at rate p is assumed and there is no 

capital consumption.    Machines of successive vintages accumulate 

through time and the total capital stock is not used to full capacity 

at any point of time.    The product market of the model is one with a 

steady state solution at the growth rate p of technical progress.    For 

a complete analysis and development of the Bergstrom model one 

may refer to Phillips [24],   Bergstrom [4],  Allen [l].    The com- 

pleted five-sector model is presented in the following section. 

The Five-Sector Extended Bergstrom Model 

This section presents the five-sector Extended Bergstrom 

model with the inclusion of both government and international sectors. 

3 
A brief discussion of the Keynesian properties of the present 

system is given in Appendix A. 



Endogenous Variables 

Y = real output and income 

L = quantity of labor employed 

K = real stock of capital 

W = money wage rate 

P = money price of output 

U = quantity of labor unemployed 

C     =    real consumption of  domestic-produced and imported 
consumer's goods 

S     =    real private savings 

r      =   domestic rate of interest 

G     =   real government expenditures on domestic-produced 
goods and services (which assume a lion-capital forma- 
tion nature), 

DK = real private investment 

UR = unemployment rate (UR = U/L + U) 

T     = real taxation 

E     = real exports 

I      = real imports 

ER = exchange rate 

P    = foreign price of domestic goods 

P,  =   domestic price of domestic goods traded in the inter- 
national market. 

F     =   real net foreign expenditures 

Q    =    real net capital outflow 
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Exogenous Variables 

M     =    real quantity of money from autonomous money supply 

AG = real autonomous government expenditures on domes- 
tically produced goods and services (which assume a 
non-capital formation nature) 

AE  =    real autonomous exports 

Accounting Identities 

TG  =   total real government expenditures on domestically 
produced goods and services (which assumei a non- 
capital formation nature) 

TG = AG + G 

TE  = real total exports 

TE  = AE + E 

MS  = real total money stock 

MS=M + TIB TI>0 

BS   = real budgetary surplus 

BS   = T - TG 

B     =    real Balance of payments surplus (deficit if balance is 
negative). 

B     =   F -  Q 

Constants 

v      =   full capacity output capital ratio 

p      =   rate of technical progress 
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s =   long run marginal propensity to save 

X. =    speed of response in the investment function 

a -    parameter measuring the degree of certainty of expec- 
tations (on income growth by entrepreneurs) 

Y :=    parameter indicating the influence of the difference 
between the marginal product of capital and the rate of 
interest on investment 

m        =    rate of growth in autonomous money supply 

|3 =    parameter indicating the influence of employment on the 
proportional rate of change in the money wage rate 

|^, [i    =    parameters of the demand function for money 

a -    parameter of speed of response in consumption 

B_,B=  parameters of taxation equation 

4> =    parameter for government expenditures 

X, » X? =    parameters for export function 

L >   i,*   i,   =   parameters for import function 

C   ,C =    parameters for capital outflow equation 

% -    rate of growth in export expenditures 

g =   rate of growth in autonomous government expenditures 

L*       =    maximum quantity of labor supplied at the minimum 
institutional wage rate WQ^ 

W = minimum institutional wage rate 

AE = initial value of autonomous real export expenditures 

AGn = initial value of autonomous government expenditures 

D = differential operator,   d/dt 

4The interpretation of L* in this study was suggested by 
Professor John Edwards.    The original interpretation given by R.   G. 
D.  Allen may cause confusion to some economists. 
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Production Function 

The technological assumptions on which the model is based are 

listed as follows: 

Assumption 1 

5 
Technical progress    is assunaed to be continually incorporated 

in new types of machines and this is the only form of technical 

progress.    Consequently, machines are distinguished according to 

different vintages.    Machines of the same vintage are homogeneous 

in terms of efficiency.    Machines produced in current vintage are 

more efficient than those produced in earlier vintages.    The entire 

capital stock is therefore an aggregate of machines of different 

vintages accumulated through time. 

Assumption 2 

Technical progress is determined in an exogenous manner and 

proceeds at a constant proportional rate p. 

Assumption 3 

The production function is in the form of fixed coefficients,   the 

coefficients (v and u for capital and labor respectively) are the same 

5. ' . 
Technical progress is taken to mean that: ". . . increased out- 

put is obtained over time from given resources of men and machines" 
[ 1,  p.   236] . 
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for all vintages.    Each machine of any vintage produces 1/v units of 

the product.     The labor crew needed to operate one machine is 

— e men at time   t,   decreasing at a constant proportional rate    p 

per unit of time as technical progress proceeds from one vintage of 

machines to the next. 

Assumption 4 

Capital goods and consumer's goods are taken to be perfect 

substitutes in production.     Thus at any time   t,   one unit of capital 

of vintage   t   can be produced at the opportunity cost of one unit of 

consumption. 

Assumption 5 

The labor force is fixed and the total capital stock   K   is 

7 
assumed to grow at the rate    p   appropriate to the steady state path. 

Assumption 6 

For any required output level   Y , more efficient machines are 

used to full capacity before less efficient machines will be used. 

6 
This is an alternate way of saying that technical progress at 

the Harrod-neutral rate    p   is embodied in new machines [1,   p.   299]. 

7 
The steady state path of the product market grows at rate    p 

which is the rate of technical progress  [1,   pp.   300-301] (since the 
population growth rate is zero). 
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This means that newer machines will be used until the needed demand 

Y is produced and older machines are left in standby position. 

Assumption 7 

There is no depreciation in capital equipment.     Total capital 

stock is not fully used at any time. 

From the above assumptions,   the technical progress production 

g 
function can be derived as: 

M\ v _   K -L/K — _ v pt 
(1) Y =   — (1  - e )    where L = — Le r 

v u 

For a detail derivation of the production function,   one may refer to 

Allen [1] and Bergstrom [4].     This is an aggregate production 

function and relates actual output Y to actual employment L and to 

total   capital stock K.    One point merits emphasis:    K is the total 

stock of capital and not just that portion of the total capital stock being 

used to produce the required Y.     This production function (1) displays 

properties of constant returns to scale (i. e.   homogeneous of degree 

one),   obeys the law of diminishing returns and represents embodied 

technical progress in Harrod-neutral form. 

Q 

—.        Professor Murray Wolfson suggested that a name for the term 
e would be useful.     This term,   can be called technical 
progress factor.    As .time goes on,   the technical progress 
factor increases and an increased quantity of output Y is obtained 
with the same amount of labor and capital input. 
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From equation (1),  we observe: 

(2) Y < -     for all   t 
v 

K L     pt     ^ 
and Y—>—    as   — e     —>■ oo 

v K 

Given the total capital stock   K   of all vintages,   the capacity output 

is   K/v.    Hence equation   (2)   shows that there is less than full 

capacity output at any time   t   which is an obvious consequence of 

Assumptions  3,   6 and 7. 

Technical progress of this form is labor-augmenting in the 

sense that it is equivalent to a corresponding increase in the labor 

force.    Equation (1) implies that a given output can be obtained from 

a fixed capital input combined with a labor input that decreases over 

time. 

The production function (1) derived from these assumptions is 

valid for small deviations of the capital growth rate (D In K) from the 

steady state level p . 

With appropriate selection of units for employment L(e.g. in 

man-years) the fixed coefficient for labor u can be taken as unity 

and the production function (l). can be written in the following con- 

venient form: 

(3) K In (1  - v J ) + v L ept =   0 
is. 
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Equilibrium Conditions 

For income determination,   the injections into the domestic 

economy are equated with the leakages out of the economy: 

(4) TE +  TG + DK = S +  T + I 

Savings,   taxation and imports represent those portions of the 

economy's gross income flow that are diverted from consumption 

expenditure on domestically produced output,   and are,   therefore, 

termed leakages.    On the other hand,   total exports,   total government 

expenditures and private investments are termed injections because 

they represent sources of demand other than private consumption of 

domestically produced goods. 

Investment Function 

Investment activities are taken to depend,   with a simple ex- 

ponential time lag,  directly on business expectations of the output 

change rate and the marginal product of capital,   and inversely on the 

domestic interest rate.     The investment function is written in the 

special situation in which entrepreneurs expect output to grow at the 

steady state rate p . 

(5) DlnK - DTT;{«I^
+
 * H-r)] 
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where: \    > 0 

0 < a   < 1 

V> 0 

The parameter    y   shows the influence of the difference between the 

marginal product of capital and rate of interest on incentives of 

entrepreneurs to undertake investment.    To facilitate exposition the 

degree of certainty of the expectations,    a    ,   is taken to be unity. 

In this case investors will plan to increase the capital stock at a 

proportional rate which is at a lower,  higher or the same level as the 

expected rate of increase in output,   according to whether the mar- 

ginal product of capital is at a lower, higher or the same level as the 

domestic interest rate [4] . 

Money Market 

The demand for cash balances is assumed to be given by a 

multiplicative relationship between transactions demand and specu- 

lative demand.    Transactions demand for money depends directly on 

money income    PY   and speculative demand bears an inverse rela- 

tionship with the domestic interest rate   r.    When demand is equated 

with the supply of money,  the    LM   curve takes the following form: 

(6) r = /?+ hln-^l where: /C > 0 Vn^ 
Hj >0 
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For a derivation of equation (6) one may refer to Allen [ 1] , Phillips 

[24]. 

It is common practice (in Keynesian systems) to assume an 

additive relationship between transactions demand and speculative 

demand for money.    The    LM   curve as represented by equation (6) 

can only serve as an approxinnation for a usual Keynesian   LM   curve 

9 
(in the central range of values of   Y). 

It is assumed that the monetary authorities regulate an 

autonomous money supply growth at a given proportional rate   m: 

(7) D   In   M   =   m 

Labor Market 

It is assumed,   that business firms maximize profits and take both 

input-and output prices   as given..    Hence a firm will hire workers 

up to the point where the value of the marginal product of labor 

(marginal product multiplied by the price of the output) just equals 

the cost of the input factor,   i. e. ,   money wages: 

(8) W= P   (J|-) 

Full employment is not as sunned in the model and nothing is 

9 
r   increases at a decreasing rate as   Y   increases [ 5,   p.  409] 

This equation,  hence,   does not have a Keynesian liquidity trap nor a 
classical range.    Equation (6) is only suitable for a certain range of 
variation of PY'/MS. For sufficiently small values of the ratio PY/MS 
r   will become negative [ 24] . 
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specified about the total labor force.    From equation (7),   money 

supply is growing at an approximate       rate   m   and hence it is ex- 

pected that the money wage rate   W   will grow approximately at 

rate   m.    In the labor market,   workers are assumed to be subject 

to money illusion.    As a result,   labor supply (= L + U) is a function 

of the money wage: 

(9) W - Wn = bemtln (~^-) if   L  (= L+U) > L* 

W-W=0 ifO<L   (=L+U) <  L* 
0 —     s 

where b > 0 and L* is given 

The wage equation is formulated on the assumption that wage 

changes depend (due to influences of labor unions) on the level of 

employment L: 

(10) D In W = p In (—■)      where (3   >   0 

The aforementioned three markets comprise the Bergstrom 

Model expounded in Allen [l]  with the exception of some minor but 

significant alterations necessary to enable two additional markets to 

be fitted into the system.    In the following two additional (i.e. 

government and international) sectors are incorporated; the resulting 

dynamic system will be a complete five sector model. 

The approximation is due to influences from balance of pay- 
ments surplus (or deficit) on domestic money supply.    A more 
detailed discussion of this aspect will be presented in the inter- 
national market. 
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Government Sector 

Changes in consumption are taken to be directly proportional 

to the excess of the desired consumption level over the actual con- 

sumption level with a time lag [ 3,   p.   32] : 

(11) DC = a2^(l  - s)  (Y - T)  - C  J 

(Y - T),   the disposable income,   is the amount available for private 

consumption and saving,   and (1   - s) (Y - T) is the desired level of 

consumption.    C is the total expenditure on both domestic and im- 

ported consumer's goods. 

Taxation is considered to take the form of a proportional 

income tax: 

(12) T =   TY - B2 

In equation (12)   T is the taxation rate and B    represents real trans- 

fer payments which can be thought of as negative tax [ 14,   p.   5] . 

Fiscal policies are employed as a means of regulating the unemploy- 

ment level,   and this mechanism is incorporated in the proportionate 

coefficient 'J': 

- B3 
(13) T       UR - 0.04 

Frictional unemployment rate is taken to be 0.04.. 

Arthur Okun has concluded from empirical evidence that "a 
fiscal policy based on variations in the personal income tax will have 
a prompt and reliable effect on aggregate demand" [ 14,   23] . 
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Government expenditures are employed as policy instruments 

for achieving two objectives.    The primary objective is to create 

demand for the sake of promoting economic growth,   and the other 

12 is to keep the unemployment rate down to a tolerable level. To 

achieve the former goal,   an autonomous government expenditure is 

regulated at a proportional growth rate g: 

(14) AG = AG    egt g > 0 

For the latter purpose, the change in government expenditures is made 

responsive to the level of the unemployment rate: 

(15) DG = <HUR - 0.04) where   <t> > 0 

Budgetary deficits   are  financed by printing   money .and/or 

selling   treasury bonds.     The  bond market is implicit in the LM 

curve. 

International Market (case of fixed exchange rate) 

Analysis of the international trade sector in this study follows 

closely the same line adopted in Zahn [29,,  pp.. 270-288] .    Perfect 

competition is assumed in.this market. 

12 The present study deals with positive economics.    Normative 
problems like appropriate growth rate and tolerable unemployment 
level will be left to policy makers. 
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Current Account 

The current account credits the flow of funds from foreigners 

to the domestic economy for purchases of currently produced goods 

and services and it debits the flow of funds from the home country 

to foreign economies for domestic purchases of foreign goods and 

services. 

The exchange rate gives the rate at which different currencies 

are exchanged and is measured in units of foreign currency per unit 

of domestic currency (e.g.   if it takes $2. 5 to acquire^ 1,  the 

exchange rate is 0. 4): 

P
f 

(16) ER=-Er 
d 

For the sake of simplicity,   it is assumed that P  ,   the domestic 

price level of services and commodities traded in the international 

markets,   is a constant multiple of the domestic price level   P   for 

all currently produced domestic services and commodities: 

(17) P, = 6 P where     6 >   0 
d 

Real export demands are considered to be made up of two 

components.    One of them results from the growth in foreign 

countries (i.e.   trading partners) and is taken to be exogenous with a 

growth rate   4 : 
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(18) AE = AE    e where    I   is a real constant and 

AE    is a positive constant 

The other part of export demand is sensitive to economic conditions 

in the home country.    An increase in the domestic price level and/or 

the exchange rate will cause the foreign price of domestic goods to 

rise and therefore reduce real export expenditures.    The relation- 

ship is assumed to be linear: 

(19) E = X1  - X, Pf 

X^ x2>o 

For a given level of foreign price,   real inaport demand depends 

on the level of domestic real income and the foreign price of 

domestic goods: 

(20) I = ii + i2 Y + i3 Pf        where    i  ,   y   i3 > 0 

The net foreign expenditures   F ,   is simply the difference between 

real export expenditures and real import expenditures: 

(21) F = E + AE - I 

Capital Account 

The capital account records the monetary flow between the home 

country and foreign countries resulting from purchases of assets 

such as capital equipment,   bonds,   stocks and demand deposits. 

(There is no differentiation between long term and short term capital 
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in the model,   both of which are treated alike).    This account deals 

with asset transfers but not current production.    The net capital 

outflow of funds   Q   records the balance of the capital account which 

is given by the difference between outflows and inflows of funds.    It 

is assumed that fewer foreign assets will be held the higher domestic 

interest rates relative to foreign interest rates and that the relation- 

ship is linear.    Thus net outflow of capital   Q   (purchases of foreign 

assets less foreign purchases of domestic assets) is written as: 

(22) Q= C     - C2 r 

where   C   ,   C    > 0 
1 u 

The balance of paynaents account B is simply the difference 

between net foreign expenditures   F   and capital outflow   Q   by 

definition: 

(2 3) B = F - Q 

B assumes a positive sign in the case of a balance of payments 

surplus and a negative sign in the case of a balance of payments 

deficit. 

To avoid international monetary complications in the model,   it 

is assumed that a balance of payments surplus B(B>0) will increase the 

domestic money supply by r|B(r|is a positive constant), and a balance of 
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payments deficits B (B < 0) will decrease the domestic money supply 

13 
by the amount T|B. 

The exact value of   ri  is given by   TI = -—; 7- — 1        0 h + z (1   - h) 
where h is the fraction of money supply the public holds as currency, 
z is the reserve ratio [6,   p.   309] . 
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III.    SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

Computer Simulation Methodology 

Simulation of an economic system is defined as "the performance 

of experiments upon an analog of the economic system and the drawing 

of inferences concerning the properties of the economic system from 

the behavior of its analog.    The analog is an idealization of the gen- 

erally more complex real system,   the essential properties of which 

are retained in the analog" [ 1 3,  p.   477] .    Simulation   models do not 

incorporate any explicit preference or welfare function for optimiza- 

tion.    However,   it is possible to select one or more of the endogenous 

variables (which are simulated over time) to be target variables and 

investigate their optimal time paths [ 1 3,   pp.   484-48 5] .    Simulation 

models can be used for experimentation with stochastic terms.    It 

was held that "through Monte-Carlo type procedures the probability 

distributions of endogenous variables can be obtained through the 

random selection of values for exogenous variables. . . " [ 1 3,   p.   48 5] . 

Selections of parameters in a simulation model may be based on 

an ad hoc basis,   a priori grounds,   statistical estimation,   or re^ 

searchers' judgement [ 1 3,   p.   480] . 

The initial conditions of the economy at the beginning of a run is 

specified by a set of initial values which are "plugged" into the func- 

tional forms.     The computer then determines the new set of values for 
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the endogenous variables at the end of each time period.    In this study 

each time period is taken to be one-fifth of a year.    The process is 

repeated by the computer,   period by period,   over one hundred peri- 

ods in a recursive manner.    On the basis of various runs with 

changes in one or more exogenous constants,   some of the properties 

of the relationships between input and output quantities in the system 

under investigation can be inferred. 

The simulation analysis of the present study is based on a 

hypothesized set of constants and initial conditions.    A computer run 

with changes in two exogenous constants in the government sector is 

then made in order to make investigation into the relationships be- 

tween government policies,  exportations and economic growth.    In 

addition to the assumptions explicitly shown by the choice of the 

constants,  all runs are made with the implicit assumptions that 

foreign prices and interest rates are unchanged and that the trading 

partner is a growing economy over the periods under investigation. 

Three runs are made : Run B,  Run 1 and Run G.    Two different 

complete computer simulation programs pertaining to Run B and Run 

1 are presented in Appendix B.    The programs are written in 

DYNAMO [25]   computer language. 

Run B represents the original Bergstrom model and is made 

with the set of constants listed in Appendix C.    Since the main con- 

cerns of the present study are the open-regulated economies, 
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discussions and analysis related to Run B are placed in Appendix C. 

Run 1  represents the regulated open-Bergstrom economy.    All 

the constants used in Run B are also used in this run.    New values 

are selected for additional parameters pertaining to the newly added 

government and international trade sectors. 

Cons tants same 
as R un B: New constants 

P   = . 1 + = 1.2 Cl 
= 4. 5 

s   = . 1 B3 
= .03 C2 

= 20.0 

w<f . 5 B2 
= .5 Tl = .25 

V 1. 575 Fric tional unemployment AEo 
= 5.0 

m = .02 rate = .04 £ = .019 

v   = 4.0 AGo 
= 5.0 A = 1.0 

P   = .02 6 = 1.005 g = .02 

V .8 ER = 1. 1 

Y = .25 Xl 
= 35.0 

K = .02 X2 
= 3.0 

M-   = .0480 i 
1 

= 11.0 

\   = 1.0 
^ 

= .04 

V .90 s = 1.0 

Initial Conditions 

L*   =    exp (In L - p /(3) 

K     =    500 

,K+ nlnP+ |JLlnY - r   t M    =    exp( ■ ' ' ) 

inrc                 /K+ ^lnP+ ulnY - r    . MS =    exp( ' ' ) 
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W       =1.00 

/ &! \  / r =(p-alp-Y^)/-Y 

Y        = 100 

G        =20 

C        = (l-s)(Y - T) 

A        =0.0 

BOP =1.0 

Run G is made with the same set of constants and initial con- 

ditions as Run 1 except that the value of c|> [in equation DG = 

<t>(UR - 0.04) where G is government expenditures] has been decreased 

from 1.2 to 1.1 and the value of B_ [in equation / = B,/(UR - 0.04) 

where    /    is taxation rate] has been increased from .03 to .032. 

These two changes merely mean that more restrictive fiscal policies 

are pursued by the government,   ceteris paribus . 

The time paths of some selected variables from Run 1 and Run 

G are shown in the following figures (while those of Run B are shown 

in the Appendices).    Comparisons and descriptions of the economies 

depicted by these runs are then made.    The analysis centers on the 

14 two important stylized facts of growth,       i.e.   capital stock growth 

\4 
The stylized facts as introduced by Nicholas Kaldor in 19 58 

refer to the facts a growth model should explain [6,   p.   369] .    Two 
important stylized facts,   among others,   are the capital growth rate 
and income growth rate. 
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rate and income growth rate [6,  pp.   369 -370] .    One main purpose 

of the comparisons and analysis is to bring out some important 

factors affecting the different trends in the time paths of these two 

stylized facts.    It is also expected (from comparisons of Runs 1 and 

G) that some insight will be gained on the Keynesian argument that "a 

growing economy will have an adverse effect on its balance of pay- 

ments position,  given a positive marginal propensity to import and 

a fixed rate of growth in export,   ..." as presented in the introductory 

chapter. 

The present approach is qualitative and heuristic in nature. 

However it is hoped that the model will be useful for quantitative 

analysis when the estimated constants of some appropriate real 

world system are employed for analysis (of course with some minor 

changes of equations if necessary). 

Notations Used in the Figures for Run B,   Run 1,  Run G 

Lower subscript 1   denotes time paths generated by Run 1. 

Lower subscript G denotes time paths generated by Run G. 

Lower subscript B denotes time paths generated by Run B. 

„ ~  _     .±, .,   .   , Total capital stock at time t 
Z = Capital growth index = .———; "t —-—-—",—; ; 77F    • 

initial value of capital stock x e^1- 

,r-e ^.IVTT^ •    •. income level at time t Y^ GNP index = .   .      . —: — rj-   . 
initial value of income x ePz 
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_ — _   .      .   , Price level at time t 
P = Price index = 

initial value of price 

„      ,.  , A .   , value of interest rate at time t 
R = Interest rate index = :—.,.   , : 7~r~, ; ]  

initial value of interest rate 

_      _      . 1 .   . Employment level at time t 
L =. Employment index = :—.,:',,—"—',—:: ; '—r~   • 

initial level of employment 

Description of the Economy Depicted by Run 1 

It is observed that the growth index Z rises from the value of 

1. 00 in the initial period to a maximum of 1. 055 in period 60 and then 

declines throughout the remaining periods.    The price index rises 

from . 95 to 1.05 in the first 80 periods and then drops down to 1. 0l5 

in the last period.    This indicates an inflation in the economy over 

most of the periods under consideration.   The employment index rises 

from . 96 to a maximum of 1. 03 and then drops down to . 975 in the 

last period.    The GNP index starts at 1. 00 and rises to a maximum 

value of 1.05 and then drops down to 1.01 in period 100. 

In this run»   real GNP is at a high level due to high levels of 

government spending,   consumption,   investment and exportation. 

Higher income levels necessitate a higher employment level.    High 

demand for labor in turn bids up wages and prices.    High levels of 

real income and prices result in a high demand for day-to-day trans- 

actions money from both households and business enterprises. 
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Figure 1.     Time paths of the Fun 1 economy. 
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Figure. 2.     Time paths of the Run G. economy. 
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On the side of the money market,   the monetary authorities 

regulate a money supply growth rate of two percent.    There is also 

a modest level of balance of payments surplus which contributes to the 

domestic money supply.    However,   the increase in money supply 

from these two sources does not match the increase in transactions 

demand for money.    The tight money situation results in an upward 

pressure on domestic interest rates.    With a higher domestic inter- 

est rate,  the public finds it more profitable to hold financial assets 

than to invest in physical plant and equipment,   and consequently the 

volume of investment declines.    This accounts for the fact that Z 

increases with a decreasing rate in the first 50 periods. 

Workers are assumed to be subject to money illusion which 

means that they will offer more working hours when money wages 

rise (despite the diminishing purchasing power of the dollar due to 

inflation).    Hence there is an increase in labor supply when money 

wages are rising.    This creates a high level of involuntary unem- 

ployment.    The unemployment level is accentuated by technological 

change which takes the form of augmenting labor at the rate p    over 

time. 

The fiscal authorities in response to this undesirable phenome- 

non--high unemployment rates,   automatically take two measures to 

improve the situation (since rates of government spending and taxa- 

tion are pegged to unemployment rates).    Government expenditures 
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on services and goods (which will not enter the production stream) 

are increased and the taxation rate is decreased.     These more ex- 

pansionary fiscal policies give rise to higher levels of government 

and consumption demands which in turn contribute to even higher 

income,   prices and interest rates.    Higher income levels induce 

higher levels of import expenditures but exportation is discouraged 

by domestic inflation.    Consequently,   the balance of payments 

situation in the home country deteriorates.     Capital formation finds 

itself in a worsened position and investment activities are hampered 

1;o a further extent. 

On the other hand,   private consumption and government spend- 

ing becomes a bigger and bigger portion of income with a diminishing 

volume of investment and exportation.     The overall income level is 

rising at a lower proportionate rate than before.    Resources are allo- 

cated to private consumption and non-capital formation purposes. 

This accounts for the declining Z after period 50. 

Comparison of the Two Economies 
Described by Run G and Run 1 

Run G is made with more restrictive government policies, 

namely lower government purchases of goods and services (which 

are assumed not to enter the production stream) and higher rates of 

income taxation. 
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It is observed that the growth index Z in Run G rises mono- 

tonically from a starting value of 1. 00 to a maximum of 1. 18 at the 

ending period throughout the entire 100 periods under consideration. 

Price index P drops from .95 to . 45monotonically throughout the 

entire one hundred periods.    Employment level index rises from . 9 

to a maximum of 1.00 and then drops down to .88.    GNP index starts 

at 1. 00,   rises to a maximum value of 1.05 and then drops down to 

1.0 3 in the ending period. 

It is observed that there is an improvement of the growth index 

Z and GNP index Y in Run G over those in Run 1 from comparison 

of the two runs.    Since the only difference between these two runs is 

that in Run G the fiscal authorities pursue a more restrictive policy, 

it is not unreasonable to infer that more restrictive fiscal activities 

contribute to the growth of the economy described by Run 1.    In 

subsequent paragraphs,   the workings of this economy in response 

to the new government policies is traced through. 

As in Run 1,  the economy starts with the same given wage 

level,   capital stock level and fixed growth rate of money supply of 

two percent.    The situation in the money market is therefore un- 

changed in the beginning period.    In the real sector,  however, 

government spending is now at a lower level and consumption expendi- 

tures are curtailed due to higher income taxation rates.    Both of 

these cause a decrease in income.    The decrease in income gives 
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rise to a decrease in the demand for transactions balances.    This 

creates excess liquidity in the money market,   pushing down the 

domestic interest rate.    Lower interest rate induces higher invest- 

ment activities.     The exact new equilibrium position of real income 

and interest rate is given by the intersection of the LM curve (which is 

unchanged, sincie the money market is not affected in this period) and the 

I S curve (which is shifted to the left by both of the more restrictive 

fiscal policies).    The new equilibrium position shows that the dis- 

turbances originating in the government sector result in lower levels 

of real income and interest rate and a higher level of intended 

investment. 

To produce a smaller quantity of real income (as opposed to Run 

1) with a larger accumulation of capital stocks which embodied labor- 

augmenting technical progress a smaller amount of labor input is 

required.    Lower employment level makes possible lower wages 

(since bargaining power of unions depends on the employment level) 

and thereby lower price levels.    As wages and prices fall,   the real 

value of money increases. 

Consequently,   in the following period,   the economy enjoys lower 

price and wage levels and a higher level of real money stock.    In 

addition,  the monetary authorities regulate a money supply growth' 

rate of two percent (by purchasing bonds) for the purpose of promoting 

economic growth.    The increase in money supply from these two 
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sources imposes a downward pressure on interst rates.    As a result 

firms find j.t easier and cheaper to borrow money to finance invest- 

ment projects and therefore investment demand goes up,   raising the 

level, of real output and income.     The real income expansion,   in turn, 

raises the transactions demand for money,   pulling back up the in- 

terest rate.    Again,   the IS-LM analysis is needed to give the exact 

equilibrium position.     In this case,   the LM curve is  shifted to the 

right due to increases in real money stock.     If the IS curve is 

unchanged (which is,   in fact,   not),   the intersection will give a higher 

level of real income,   a lower level of interest rate and a higher level 

of intended investment.    A portion of the increase in the money supply 

is absorbed into speculative holdings because the decline in interest 

rate creates a desire for larger speculative balances.    Since the 

restrictive fiscal policy is also pursued in this period,   the real 

sector (i. e.   IS curve) analysis due to the fiscal disturbances is no 

different from that in the first period (which means a shift of the IS 

curve to the left). 

However,   the product market is also affected by the feedbacks 

from the international market.     The decrease in domestic price level 

(as discussed above) induces high export demand and directs home 

expenditure from imported goods to domestic goods (which have 

become relatively cheaper),   thereby reducing imports.     Both of 

these effects work to shift the IS curve to the right.     The final 
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position of the IS curve depends on the magnitudes of the leftward 

shift caused by the more restrictive fiscal measures and the right- 

ward shift resulting from the price effects on the international 

market. 

The improvement in the balance of trade account (i.e.   export 

expenditures less import expenditures) adds to the domestic-related 

income spending and has a tendency to bid up wages and prices unless 

this tendency is counterbalanced by an increase in productivity 

(which is actually the case in this run). 

In the money market the LM curve is shifted to the right 

directly due to the government actions (both fiscal and monetary) 

taken in the present period and indirectly due to the after effects on 

all endogenous variables of the more restrictive fiscal activities in 

all preceding periods.    The balance of payments surplus resulting 

from the improvement    in the balance of trade account enhances 

the rightward movement of the LM curve. 

Unless the leftward shift of the IS curve due to the fiscal 

policies is overbalanced to a very large extent (which is not the case 

in tihis run) by a rightward shift resulting from a trade balance 

surplus,   the final equilibrium position will be at a lower rate of 

interest and a higher intended investment demand.    The equilibrium 

real income however,  will stay at a higher,   lower or the same 

level,   depending on the magnitude of the monetary and fiscal 
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policies and behavioral patterns of the economy. 

Comparing the time paths of the GNP index of this run with 

Run 1,   it is found that real income in this run (i. e.RunG) is at a 

smaller level for every period up to period 58.     Thereafter the situ- 

ation in economic activities reverses itself,   real income is observed 

to be at a higher level in every period in Run G resulting from 

increased investment demand (due to declining interest rate) and 

exports demand (due to declining prices) which more than offset 

the low government expenditures and decreasing private consump- 

tion levels. 

At this point some preliminary concluding remarks may be 

made before proceeding to an analysis of the relationships between 

foreign trade and growth:   lower government purchases of goods and 

services coupled with a lower consumption level due to higher taxes 

facilitate capital formation in the domestic economy which would 

otherwise have suffered from inflation and hampered economic 

growth as depicted in Run 1.    Hence by making appropriate policy 

changes,   the bottleneck can be broken and capital formation is made 

possible.    Consequently,   productivity increases through both 

technological change and higher growth rates in capital accumulation. 

The lower price level in the first 58 periods (in Run G) is initiated by 

lower aggregate demand and simultaneously reinforced by a.slightly 

higher capital accumulation.     In the remaining 42 periods,  however, 
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the income situation is reversed as mentioned above and aggregate 

demand is at a higher level (in the Run G economy).    But by now,   both 

the capital accumulation and productivity grow at much faster rates, 

more than offsetting the wage increase caused by higher aggregate 

demand.    Consequently,   prices decline in the last 42 periods despite 

the income growth.    Since price declines are not due to a lack of 

demand,  business expectations of output growth are not affected. 

At this point foreign trade is seen to play a very important role 

in the economic growth of this economy.    Falling prices as mentioned 

previously promote exportation which provides the necessary demand 

for domestic-produced goods.    Increases in output are held to be an 

essential stimulus for investment growth[9,  pp.   360-375].    Insuf- 

ficient demand from the domestic market would cause a downturn in 

the business cycle.    In'addition,   increased exports help to improve 

the balance of payments position.    A higher balance of payments 

surplus (or lower deficits) means an increase in the money supply in 

the domestic market which in turn will facilitate capital formation. 

An increase in productivity through technological change and new 

investment leads to lower prices and more exports,  which in turn 

lead to more profits,   more investment,   lower prices and more 

,     15 
exports. 

Growth of this nature is termed export-led growth [21,   pp. 
70-73].    Some real world economies (e.g.   Japan and postwar Europe) 
did follow this growth pattern [21,   p.   72] . 
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This process will keep on repeating itself until resources,   chiefly 

labor (which is drawn from low productivity sectors in the home 

country or frpm abroad) is exhausted [21,   p.   13].     The present 

model is a demand-oriented model which implies that whatever amount 

of labor is demanded as a result of a given income (output) level will 

be supplied.     The implicit assumption underlying this (demand- 

oriented) model is that labor supply is not yet exhausted throughout 

16 
^he periods under consideration. Hence it is noted from the time 

paths that the export-led growth process is not yet curbed due to full 

(or nearly full) employment of labor. 

Conclusion 

More rapid economic growth requires provision of a higher rate 

of capital formation in production facilities in private hands (in the 

case where government does not assume the role of capital formation). 

Growth requires the transfer of uses of resources not significant for 

growth purposes (in this study,   government purchases and consump- 

tion) to private capital formation.    One way to facilitate (or force) 

this transfer is to increase proportional income taxation and decrease 

government spending.     These restrictive fiscal measures provide 

Also it is assumed that the economy has not reached the 
Keynesian liquidity trap in all the periods under consideration. 
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incentives to alter economic behavior in such a way as to aid growth. 

When the impact of the government policies is transmitted to the 

money market,   higher levels of capital formation are made possible 

which lead to higher productivity and consequently lower prices. 

Only after the capacity and potential for higher income is thus de- 

veloped,   can the advantage provided by the international market be 

fully realized,   and the economy flourishes in the form of export-led 

growth. 

From the above analysis and discussions a conclusion can also 

be drawn in favor of Mundell's argument thaf'growth creates  a flow 

of demand for money and an excess supply of goods,   thus leading to 

a BOP and trade balance surplus. . . " in a Keynesian economy as de- 

picted by Run G.    Nevertheless,   the Keynesian hypothesis that "a 

growing economy will have an adverse effect on its balance of pay- 

ments position. . . " will be rejected in light of the present case of a 

hypothesized export-led growth,   demand-oriented economy. 
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IV.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

Based on the three-sector Bergstrom model a five-sector 

economic model was constructed.     The completed model represents 

a growing open-economy of the Bergstrom type \yith government 

regulation of the domestic economy.     The model was then written 

in DYNAMO language and was run in a computer with a hypothesized 

set of constants and initial conditions.     Three different runs,   Run B, 

Run 1 and Run G were m9.de,   representing respectively the original 

unregulated closed Bergstrom economy,   the regulated open Bergstrom 

economy and the regulated open Bergstrom economy with relatively 

restrictive fiscal policies.    With reference to the time paths thus 

generated,   comparisions and analysis were made between Runs  1 and 

G,   from which some heuristic insights were gained about the rela- 

tionships between growth,   international trade and government 

policies. 

Conclusions 

From comparisons and analysis of Run 1 and Run G,   the manipu- 

lation of policy instruments were shown to have positive effects on 
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improving growth in both capital accumulation and national income 

in the long run. 

It was found that more restrictive fiscal policies were effective 

in compelling reallocation of resources from non-capital formation 

purposes to private investment (in the absence of foreign investment) 

in the case where government activities do not enter the production 

stream,   since,   in this event,   appropriate lower government spending 

and higher taxation result in more liquidity in the home economy 

which causes a reduction in the domestic interest rate and fosters 

private investment.    Capital formation makes possible the transforma- 

tion of technical knowledge into technological innovation.    These 

policies, however, have slightly adverse effects on the national income 

in the first fifty periods due to lower demands from government and 

consumption sectors.    Nevertheless the technical progress made 

possible by capital formation in earlier periods enhances economic 

activities in both private investment and exportation in the later 

periods.    Rapid capital accumulation leads to high level of productivity 

which in turn reduces domestic prices.   Low prices foster exportation. 

Foreign trade plays an important role for economic growth. 

Firstly,  export expenditures furnish  the  necessary demand 

[27,   p.   415]   which absorbs  part of the increasing amount of output 

attributable to increasing private investment.     Otherwise continual 

growth will be impeded when inventories are piling up and a 
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downturn of the business cycle will begin [9,   27] .     Secondly, 

the increase in export expenditures induced by domestic price de- 

cline gives rise toa greater volume of balance of payments surplus 

given a fixed marginal propensity to import.   In the presence of 

balance of payments surplus,   additional domestic money supply is 

engendered   which in turn contributes to capital formation. 

In the event that increasing levels of output find sufficient 

outlets in domestic and foreign markets and that investment activities 

are not discouraged by shortages of funds,  further capital formation 

is made possible and deemed desirable which will give rise to a still 

higher degree of productivity,   lower prices and more exports. 

Economic growth will continue in this form which is termed export- 

led growth.    The resulting development will be terminated usually 

by capital-absorption constraints [21,   p.   7 3] .    Capital absorption 

capacity depends  on the availability of human factors and effective 

demand for the increased output resulting from investment [27,   p. 

415] . 

The simulation runs were made with a hypothesized set of 

constants,  hence the above analysis serves only heuristic and quali- 

tative purposes.    However,   it is hoped that the model is useful for 

quantitative pursuits when estimated constraints are employed and 

some restrictive assumptions are released. 
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It is also discovered that (in the present case of a hypothesized 

export-led growth economy) economic growth leads to a balance of 

payments and trade balance surplus (through increasing supplies of 

goods and declining prices),, thus, confirming Mundell's argument 

on the relationship of growth and international trade,    However,  the 

Keynesian contention of an adverse eff6ct on a country's balance of 

payments position due to economic growth will be rejected. 

Limitations and Further Research 

In this section,   some of the major limitations of the present 

study are discussed which suggest certain directions along which 

further research might fruitfully be made to   investigate 

the relationships between economic growth and international trade. 

The present model is a highly aggregative one and can be broken 

down into specific sectors for various purposes. 

Some of the limitations stem primarily from the Keynesian 

properties of the model.    While a fixed-coefficient production function 

may be a plausible assumption for short run considerations (and is 

actually employed in some empirical studies such as the Leontief 

input-output analysis) it is nevertheless not too appropriate for a long 

run growth model (since it does not allow factor substitution even in 

the long run).    Labor supply is regarded (from the Keynesian perspec- 

tive) to be dependent on money wages which is a useful hypothesis for 
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explanations of variations in actual short run employment.    However, 

the classical hypothesis that labor supply is a function of the real.wage 

rate may be correct (though very difficult to verify) in the long run 

[6,  p.   103] .    For monetary considerations it is not clear how the specu- 

lative incentive to hold money in the Keynesian short periods can be 

justified for long run growth periods.    However,   there also exist no 

clear reasons why and how these monetary problems will disappear 

in the long periods [l6,  pp.   790-791] . 

Some important wealth effects are not incorporated in the model. 

For example,   consumption,   in addition to being dependent ondisposable 

income,   is a function of the real value of the stocks of assets held 

in the economy.    HighHevels of wealth stock induce high levels of 

consumption [6,   22,   20] .    Wealth is also considered to be an impor- 

tant determinant of the demand for money [22,  p.   54] .   Increases in the 

demand for money are due to a wealth effect in addition to an interest 

rate effect [6,   p.  233] .    However,   in the   present model,  the effects 

of wealth on both the level of consumption and money demand are 

ignored. 

The role of government expenditures has been treated exclu- 

sively as a source of demand for output produced domestically. 

There is no reason why government activities and expenditure 

programs (at least part of which) cannot be designed to bring about 

rapid economic growth in the form of capital formation in the 
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government sector [12,   pp.   593-595]. 

It is assumed that all imported commodities are consumers' 

goods (such as those of agricultural produce) and,   consequently, 

trade has no repercussions on the domestic growth of capital. A con- 

siderable part of imports in some developing countries consists of 

both capital goods and intermediate products (such as steel,   cement, 

fertilizers and the like).    If importable commodities include also 

those of capital goods as well as intermediate products,   the produc- 

tion function will assume the form [2,   p.   65] Y =  f(K   ,   V,   L) 

instead of the form Y = f(K,   L) as is employed in the present model 

(where Y is output,   K is domestic-produced machinery,   K     is the 

total capital stock given by the summation of domestic-produced 

machinery and imported machinery of the same kind,   V is the 

amount of imported intermediate product,   L is labor).     In this case, 

some portion of capital is acquired from exogenous sources. 

Capital depreciation is neglected in the model construction. 

However,   depreciation at a fixed proportional rate can be easily 

introduced without affecting the main construct of the model. 

Labor force ( and hence population) is implicitly assumed to 

be constant.     The Harrod-neutral technical progress is labor- 

augmenting in nature and created problems similar to those of growth 

in labor force [2,   p.   51].    Consequently the technical progress in 
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the model can also be considered as an equivalence to growth in the 

labor force. 

Monetary complications in the international market are greatly 

simplified in the model and only the case of fixed exchange rate is 

discussed.    The model has concentrated more on "real" phenomena 

in the foreign trade market. 

Better results in simulation analysis can be obtained if computer 

runs are made with two countries (instead of only one as has 

been done in this study) of the Extended-Bergstrom type.    In this 

event,   the interactions of the two trading partners can be traced and 

further questions like those addressed in the introduction of this 

thesis can be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A 

DISCUSSION OF  THE KEYNESIAN NATURE OF THE MODEL 

The model in this study is a Keynesian underemployment system. 

The equilibrium growth rate is determin-ed,   in the Keynesian spirit, 

by demand-side considerations (and is therefore called a demand- 

oriented model).    The   initial price level is held to be given and 

nominal money supply is exogenously determined.    The product 

market equilibrium (i. e.   IS curve) coupled with the money market equi- 

librium (i. e. LM curve) serve to determine the income level (or de-mand) Y. 

The level of income being known,   together with a fixed capital stock, 

the level of employment can then be determined by the production 

function.    The employment level in turn determines the money wage 

and price level [9,   p.   242] . 

On the contrary,   the essential classical approach is the assump- 

tion of full employment in the labor market [ 1,   p.   102] .    In a classical 

model the equilibrium employment level and real wage rate are 

determined entirely in the labor market with no reference to the money 

and product markets on the demand side of the economy [6,  pp.   106- 

107] .     The employment level having been determined,   and the capital 

stock being fixed,  the level of output Y is given by the production 

function.    With the income level known,   the product market equilibrium 

(i.e.   IS curve) determines the rate of interest.    The income level and 
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interest rate being determined,   together with the money supply 

(exogenously given) and the money market equilibrium (i. e.   LM 

curve) determine? the price level [9,   p-   241]. 

In tjie classical analysis labor supply is a function of real wage 

rate whicfy is assumed to have complete flexibility in upward and 

downward movements.    On the contrary,   a Keynesian model treats 

labor supply as a function of money wage and introduces a labor 

supply function which is downwardly rigid below a certain money wage 

rate. 

Furthermore,   in this study the demand for cash balances 

include^ both transactions demand and speculative demand which is a 

typical Keynesian assumption.    On the other hand,   a neoclassical 

model will include only the transactions demand and the speculative 

demand for money is not regarded as an element in the money market 

[1,   p.   132]. 

The technical assumption in this study adopts the traditional 

Keynesian view of a fixed-coefficient production function which allows 

no substitution between factor inputs.    On the other hand,   neoclassical 

models are generally built on production functions (e. g.   a Cobb 

a   1 -a, Douglas production function Y  = AK    L       ) with capital and labor 

substitutability [6,   16]. 
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APPENDIX B 

This appendix contains two complete computer simulation 

programs pertaining to Run B and Run 1.    The two programs are 

written in DYNAMO II [25]   language. 
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3LIST 
000018*   BERGSTR0M2   MODEL RUN    1 
000028L   LEVK.KnLEVK.J+DT'J'RK.JK 
000038L  LEVM.KtiLEVM.J*DT0M«LEVM.J I,v.rr_.I_,I;,r,   ___ ___„_.. . 
BSMAIL  LEVC.KELEVC.J*DT*RC.JK EXTENDED-BERGSTROM 
000058L   LEVG.KaLEVG.J*DT*DG.JK 
000068L   LEVH.K=LEVH.J*DT,!'R«.JK MODEL 
000078L  LEVA.KoLEVAoJ+DTO<RHO«LEVAoJ) 
000088L   LEVBOP.KoLEVBOP.J*DT»ETA*<F.J-OoJ) 
000098A  MS.KaLEVM.K*LEVBOP.K 
000108A   K.K«:RKo JK/LEVKoK 
00011IR   RK.KL°DK2,>K 
000128 A   DK2 = Ko< )„*„ 10*PULSE(l-.< 5. > 1000o ))<■ SMOOTH(ADK2.K*LAMBDA)»LEVK.K 
000138A   ADK2.K = ALPHAloRH0»GAMMA*(DYDKoK-R.K) 
000148A   DYDK.KEY<.K/LEVK.K+1/V*( 1-V9Y.K/LEVK.K )«LOGN< 1-V*Y.K/LEVK.K ) 
0001 58A   R.K!HKAPPA*MU»LOGN(P = KeY.K/MS.K) 
000168A Y.KaSMOOTH(AY.K»OMEGA) 
000178A   AY.K=CHI1-CHI2*PF.K+AE.K*DK2.K*LEVG.K+AG.K+LEVC.K-1.K 
000188A  P.KaLEVW.K/DYDL.K 
000198R   RCoKL=DC2.K 
000208A   DC2.K=ALPHA2»{(1-S)»<Y.K-T.K)+LEVA0K-LEVC.K) 
000218 A   UR.K^U.K/LSoK 
000228R   DG.KL=PHI»(UR.K-FUR) 
000238A   U.KoLS.K-ALoK 
000248A  AL.K=LoK 
000258A  LOKH-LEVK.K/VCLOGNC1-V^Y.K/LEVK.K XiEXPf-RHO + TIME) 
000S68A LSoK=MAK(ALS.K^LSTAR), 
000278A ALS.K=LSTAR*EXP((LEVW<,K-WZERO)/(Bi*EXP(M*TIME))) 
000288A E.K=CHn-CHI2<'PF.K 
000298A  AE.K=AEZERO*EXP<GAZA*TIME) 
000308A   PD.K=DELTA*PoK 
000318A   PF.KGEROPD.K 
00032SA   F.K=E.K+AE.K-IoK 
000338A   S«K=Cl-C2*RoK 
000348A  BOP.K=F.K-Q.K 
000358A   I OKEI 1 + I2*YLAG<.JK + I3*PF.K 
000368A  KOVERY.K=LEVK.K/Y.K 
000378A  LOVERY.K=L.K/Y.K 
000388R  YLAG.KL=Y.K 
000398 A  ARW.K = LEVWoK*BETA*LOGN<L.K/LSTAR) 
000408R   RW.KL=MAX(ARW.K,0.0) 
000418A   T<.K = TAU.K*Y.K-B2 
000428A   TAU.K=B3/tUR.K-FUR) 
000438A   BS.K=ToK-LEVG.K-AG.K 
000448A  AG.K = AGZERO*EXP(RHO«TIME) 
000458A   DYDL.K>=< 1-VoY.K/LEVK .K )*EXP(RHO»TIME) 
000468C   BETA=.1 
000478C   S=ol 
000488C   WZERO=.5 
000498C   Bl=lo575 
000508C  M=.02 
000518C   V=4o0 
000 528 6   RHO°.02 
000538C   4LPHAls.8 
000548C   GAMMAn.25 
00055SC  KAPPA=.02 
000568C  MU=o0480 
000 57!C   LAMBDA=lo0 
000588C   ALPHA2=.90 
000598C   PHI=!.2 
000608C   B3=o03 
000618C   B2=.5 
000628C   FUR=.04 
000638C   AGZERO=5.0 
00064IC   DELTA=1.00 5 
000658C   ER=1.1 
00066SC   CHI1«35.0 
000678C   CHI2=3.0 
000688C   I 1 = 1 1 o0 
000698C   I2=.04 
000708C   13=1.0 
000718C   Cl=4.5 
000728C   C2=20.0 
000738C   ETA=.25 
000748C   AEZERO=5.0 
000758C   GAZAn.019 
000768C   OMEGA'1.0 



00077 
00078 
00079 
00080 
00081 
00082 
00083 
00084 
00085 
00086 
000B7 
00088 
00089 
00090 
00091 
00092 
00093 
00094 
0009 5 
00096 
00097 
00098 
00099 
00100 
00101 
00102 
00103 
00104 
00105 
00106 
00107 
00108 
00109 
00110 

' 00111 
00112 
00113 
00114 
00115 
00116 
00117 
00118 
001 19 
00120 
00121 
00122 
00123 
00124 
00125 
00126 
00127 
00128 
00129 
00130 
00131 
00132 
00133 
00134 
00135 
00136 
00137 
00138 
00139 
00140 
00141 
00142 
00143 
00144 
00145 
00146 
00147 
00148 
00149 
00150 
00151 
00152 
00153 
00154 

C   KY>!1.00 
C  LYnl.80 
N   LSTARBEXP<LOGN(L)-RHO/BETA) 

N  LEVK=500 
N  LEVM=EXP<(KAPPA+MU9l.0GN(P>+MU*L06N<Y)-R)/MU) 
N   MS=EXP(<KAPPA*MUi'LOGN(P>+MU*LOGN<Y>-R)/MU) 
N   LEVUB1.00 
N   R^tRHO-ALPHAloRHO-GAMMASDYDK)/*-GAMMA) 
N   Yi=100 
N   LEVG=20.0 
N   LEVO<l-S>(Y-T> 
N   LEVA°0.0 
N   BOP=1.0 
N   LEVBOP=1.0 
N  KINIT=LEVK 
N   MSINIT=MS 
N   mNlT=LEVW 
N   CINIT=LEVC 
N   GINIT=LEVG 
N   AINIT»LEVA 
N   YINIT=Y 
N   RINIT=R 
N   PINIT=P 
N   LINIT=L 
N   UINIT=U 
N   XIN1T=X 
N   TINIT=T 
N   EINIT=E 
N   IINIT=I 
N   FINIT=F 
N   QINIT=Q 
N   BOPINIT=BOP 
N   PDINIT=PD 
N   PFINIT=PF 
N   TAUINIT=TAU 
N   BSINIT=BS 
N   UR1N1T=UR 
N   KYINIT=KY 
N   LYINIT=LY 
S  KYINDEX=KOVERY.K/KYINIT 
S  LYINDEX»LOVERY.K/LYINIT 
S   URINOEXsUR.K/'URINIT 
S   K1INDEX=LEVK.K/<KINIT*EXP<RH0*TIME>) 
S   KINDEX=LEVK.K/KINIT 
S   MSINDEX=MS.K/MSINIT 
S   WINDEX=LEVW.K/W1N1T 
S   CINDEX=LEVC.K/CIN1T 
S   felNDEXiLEVG.K/GINIT 
S   AINDEX=LEVA.K/AINIT 
S   YINDEX=Y.K/YINIT 
S   Y2INDEX=Y.K^<Y1NIT*EXP(RH0*TIME>> 
S   Y3INDEX=Y.K/(RH0»KINIT*EXPtRH0*TIME)/S) 
S   RINDEX=R.K/RINIT 
S   PINDEX=P.K/PINIT 
S  LINDEX=L.K/LINIT 
S   UINDEX=U.K/UINIT , 
S   XINDEX=X.K/XIN1T 
S   TINDEX=T.K/TINIT . 
S   EINDEX=E.K/EINIT 
S   1INDEX=I.K/1INIT 
S   FINDEXoFoK/FINIT 
S   OINDEXxQ.K/QINIT 
S   BOPINDX=BOP.K/BOPINIT 
S   PD1NDEX=PD.K/PD1NIT 
S   PFINDEXsPF.K/PFINIT 
S   TAUINDX=TAU.K/TAUH<IIT 
S   BSINDEX=BS.K/BSIN1T 
PRINT   1)LEVK»DYDK(0. 5)/'2)L EVW» P< 0» 5)/3)DYDL 
X   <0* 5)#L/4)Y#RK/5)R<0» 5)»MS/6) U» AE/7>LEVC» UR/ 
X   8)LEVG*T/9)BS»O/10)E#I/11>F»BOP/12)PF*AG/13>TAU*RC 
PLOT  CINDEX=C/G1NDEX=G/URINDEX=9/TINDEX=T/TAUINDX=7/ 
X   BSINDEX=S/YINDEX=Y/LINDEX=L/UINDEX=U/K1NDEX=K 
PLOT   EINDEX=E/IINDEX=I/FlNDEX=F/eiNDEX=0/BOPINDX=B/ 
X   YINDEX=Y/MSINDEX=M/PFINDEX=2/PDINDEX=3/RINDEX=R 
PLOT   Y3INDEX=*/Y2INDEX=S/KYINDEX=#/WINDEX=W/PINDEX=P/RINDEX=R/ 
X   LINDEX=L/LYINDEX=+/XINDEX=X/KIINDEX=Z 
SPEC   DT=.25/LENGTH«!l00/PRTPER=l/PLTPER=l 
RUN 
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JLIST RUN    B 
000818$   BERGSTROM   MODEI 
000028L   LEVKoKaLEVKoJ*DToRKoJK 
000038L   LEVMoKaLEVM.J+DT^RM^JK BERGSTROM MODEL 
00ffl0<!18L  LEVU.KoLEVt) = J*DT»RHoJK 
000058A  YoK=DK2oK/S 
00S068A   ARUoKnLEVUoK«>6ETA»L0GN(LoK/LSTAR> 
00007 8 R   RUoKLoMAX(ARHoK«(3og) 
0000B8A  LSoKcMAXCALSoK^LSTAR) 
0000?8A   ALS.KaLSTARoE«Pt{LEVa.K-ls)ZERO)/(B»EXP<MoTIME))) 
000108A  L.Ks-LEVK.K/V»L0GNl l-V«>YoK/LEVKoK)*EXP<-RHO»TIME) 
000118A   ALoKoLoK a 
000188A   UoKoLSoK-ALoK 
000138A'URoKnUoK/LSoK 
000148 A   DK2°K2< !•♦. 10*PULSE(1.» 5.» 1000o ) )<iLEVK.K» SMOOTH (ADK2.K# LAMBDA) 
0001S8A   XoKnRKoJK/LEVKoK 
000168R   RKoKLsDKSoK 
000178A   ADK2oKaALPHA*RHO*GAMMA9.<DYDKoK-R»K) 
000188A   DYDK.KoY.K/LEVKoK+l/VX 1-VOY.K/LEVK.K)«LOGN(1-V*Y.K/LEVK.K) 
000198A   RoKaKAPPA+MUCLOGNCP.KSY.K/LEVM.K) 
000208A   PoK=LEVUoK/DYDLoK 
000218A   DYDL.Ka<l-VeY.K/LEVK.K)*EXP(RHO»TIME) 
000228A  KOVERY.KaLEVK=K/Y.K 
000238A  LOVERY.K=LoK/Y.K 
000248R   RMoKLnLEVM.KSM 
000258C   BETA^ol 
000268C   S=ol 
000278C   WZEROooS 
000288C   Bs 11.575 
000298C   M=°02 
000308C   V=4»0 
000318C   RHO=.08 
000328C   ALPHA=o8 
00033 8C   GAMHAao25 
000348C   KAPPAn„02 
000358C   MU=.0480 
000368C   LAMBDA=Ioffl 
000378C   KY=1.@0 
000388C  LY=1.00 
000398N   LSTAREEXPCL0GN<L)-RH0/BETA) 
000408N   LEVK=500 
000418N   LEWM!>EXP«(KAPPA*MU<'LOGN(P)+MU*LOGN(Y)-R)/MU) 
000428N   LE:VH=Jo00 
000438N   Yn.2*LEVK 
000448N   RsCRHO-ALPHAfcRHO-GAMMAODYDK)^-GAMMA) 
000458N   KINIT=LEVK 
000468N   MINITBLEVM 

000478N   WINITsLEVW 
000488N   YINIT=Y 
000498N RINIT=R 
000508N   PINIT^P 
000518N' LINIT=L 
000 52 8 N   UIN1T=U 
000538N   XINIT=5< 
000548N   URINIT=UR 
000558N   KYINIT=KY 
000568N   LYINIT=LY 
000578S   KYINDEX=KOVERY<.K/KYINIT 
000588S LYINDEX=L0VERY.K/LYIN1T 
000598S   URINDEX=URoK/URlNIT 
000608S   K1INDEX=LEVK.K/<KINIT9EXP<RH0*TIME)) 
000618S   KINDEX=LEVK.K/KINIT 
000628S  MINDEX=LEVM.K/MINIT 
000638S  WINDEX=LEVtJ.K/WINIT 
000648S  YINDEX=Y=K/YINIT 
000658S   R1NDEX=R.K/RINIT 
000668S   PINDEX^P.K/PINIT 
000678S  LIWDEXoL.K/LINIT 
000 68 8 S   UINDEX=U.K/UINIT 
000 69 8S   XINDEXBX.K/XINIT 
0007.08PRINT l)L.EVKj.DYDK(0i. 5)/2>LEVW,P<0, 5)/3)DYDLC0» 5)»L 
000718X   /4)Y»RK/5)R(0J> 5)JLEVM/6) U» X(- \. 5>/7)UR 
000728PLOT K1NDEX=K/YINDEX=Y/MINDEX=M/W1NDEX=W/PINDEX=P/ 
000738X   RINDEX=R/LINDEX=L/UINDEX=IVUR1NDEX=9/K1INDEX=Z 
000748PLOT XINDE.X=X/KYINDEX=«/LYINDEX= + 
000758SPEC   DT=.25/LENGTH=100/PRTPER=l/PLTPERnl 
000768RUN 
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APPENDIX C 

DISCUSSIONS AND ANALYSIS RELATED TO RUN B 

Run B represents the original Bergstrom model and is made 

with the following set of constants.    These constants are the same 

set of constants as used in Run 1 except that Run B has fewer 

constants than Run 1. 

Constants: 

P    =    -I 

s    =    . 1 

W  =       5 
0 

B   =    1.575 

m =    .02 

v    =   4.0 

Initial Conditions 

K   =    500 

W =    100 

Y   = .2 K = 100 

L* = exp(ln L - p /p ) 

.. 

P     = .02 

a      = .8 

Y     = .25 

K - .02 

M-      = .0480 

\      = 1.0 

(X+nlnP+nlnY-rl M = expL   ^ J 



X 

.99   *- 

2. 0 
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1. 0 

99 < Z_ < 1. 007 
—     B 

.5 

Time Intervals 
100 

. 65 < P < 1. 8 

.79 < R^ < 1.3 

.78 < L    < 1. 32 

. 99 < z!: < 1. 07 —    a — 

30        40 50 60 
Time Intervals 

Appendix Figure 1.     Time paths of the Run B economy. o 
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It is expected that if constants representing appropriate fiscal 

policies (for stabilization purposes) have been chosen for Run 1,   the 

Run 1 economy (i.e.   an open regulated one) will exhibit higher degree 

of stability than the closed unregulated Run B economy.    A compari- 

son of Run B and Run 1 is given below. 

Comparison of the Two Economies Described 
by Run B and Run 1 

Run B describes the unregulated closed Bergstrom economy 

while Run 1 represents the regulated open Bergstrom economy.    Run 

1 is made with the same set of constants as Run B except that values 

are chosen for the additional parameters pertaining to the newly 

added international and government sectors in Run 1. 

One apparent difference is readily noticed between the two runs. 

All the time paths in Run B fluctuate over time and show high-fre^ 

quency cyclical patterns while the time paths. in..Run 1 have much milder 

fluctuations.    The business cycles in Run B are apparently stabilized 

by foreign trade and appropriate policy regulations (for stabilization 

purposes) in this case.    The changes of economic structure (in con- 

sumer behavior and income determination) made in the original model 

for the purpose of incorporation of the two new sectors also contri- 

bute to the stabilization of the time paths. 
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In Run B the time path of the capital growth index Z fluctuates 

with a downward trend and finally hits a value as low as . 99 in period 

90 and it never rises above 1.007 in any period. 

On the other hand,   Z in Run 1 rises up to a maximum of 1. 055 

and then drops down slightly to 1.025 in the ending period.    These 

comparisons illustrate that capital growth in the Run 1 economy 

shows relatively stabilized upward trend and attains higher values 

while capital growth in the Run B economy fluctuates with a downward 

trend and stays at lower values. 

Hence conclusions can be drawn that changes in the domestic 

economic structure    coupled with government intervention and foreign 

trade improve the rate of economic growth.    It was also discovered 

that a closed unregulated economy of the Bergstrom type is more 

likely to behave in a high-frequency cyclical manner than a govern- 

ment-regulated open economy with identical domestic economic 

behavioral patterns (with exceptions only in consumer behavior and 

income determination due to the inclusion of the two additional 

sectors). 


